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English 3010C--003 
Literary Masterwork~ 
Fall, 1998 
CH 307 
Texts: 
Homer, The Odyssey, Fagles trans. 
Tolstoy, War and Peace, Maude, trans. 
Reference Text: 
Norton World Masterpieces, Mack, ed. 
Films: 
Fearless 
The English Patient 
Ger.eral Comments: 
3o IOC-003 
Bruce Guernsey 
CH 312 (581-6290) 
Office Hours: 
Wed: 12:30-3:00 
Thurs: 9:30-10:30 
Myth and history. T~e imagined, the real. Legend or fact. Aren't 
we a complexity of all these in both our personal and our communal 
lives? In the two great works of literature we will read this 
term, look for yourself in even the most fanciful battles and 
intimate relationships, for a "masterwork" has endured because it 
identifies the emotions that we all share ~o matter when or where. 
Both these monu~enta: works engage us in war and its threat to the 
sanctity of home. They set love against death but never 
sentimentally by sepa~ating cne from the other. "And" is the most 
important word in Tolstoy's title, and Homer reminds us again and 
again that the gods can never love because they cannot die. 
Don't let the size of these books frighten yo~. They are both easy 
to read, but read you must with care. Once in, you won't want to 
come out, though when you do, the world will look a little 
different because you'll be seeing with new eyes, wiser and more 
compassionate ones. You'll also be very proud of yourself! And 
why not?--how many people do you know who have read War and Peace? 
Class Schedule: 
We wi 11 divide the semester roughly in half, starting with The 
Odyssey. The reading assignments will be longer between Thursday 
and Tuesday tha~ between Tuesday and Thursday by about one-third. 
Remember tha ': .;.·:y_;_ are ::-:ot readi::g TV Gui de or ?eop le Magaz ip.e. That 
is, you are not =eaaing for information only but for enjoyment and 
for meaning as well. 
Use a pen when you read to take notes with. I strongly suggest you 
consider buying both our primary books; no personal library should 
be without them anyway, and then you can take notes in your own 
text. One way or the other, watch as you read for specific places, 
objects, characters whose presence seems to suggest more than their 
literal function. The quizzes will help you learn to focus. One 
of the main goals of this course is to teach you to read carefully 
and critically as you share in the joys and sorrows of the good 
guys and the bad, and of all those in-between like you and me. 
Week One: general intro to course; the movie, Fearless, and 
discussion 
Weeks Two-Seven: The Odyssey 
Weeks Eight-Thirteen: War and Peace 
Week Fourteen: the movie, The English Patient, and discussion 
Requirements: 
~. class participation (20%) 
2. daily quizzes (20%) 
3. two 4-6 page papers on assigned toPics (20%) 
4. a comprehensive final exam (40%) 
